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srinivasa ramanujan was a brilliant mathematician and was able to see patterns in numbers that had eluded many of his contemporaries. very little was known about ramanujan and his mathematic methods, when he met the eminent mathematician
g.h. hardy he was recruited to work with him. hardy was to prove to be a mentor and friend of ramanujan and through their work, ramanujan found the keys to his own mathematical genius. alongside his mathematical work he had a fascination for

indian culture and mysticism, it was this fascination that would also contribute to his short stay in england. in addition to his work he also found time for a hobby of philately in which he would collect and decipher stamps. ramanujan was a very private
person, his hobbies and interests were few, though we find references to tennis, horses and dancers along with his friends and colleagues. the man who knew infinity is an eloquent tribute to a brilliant mathematician who had the ability to not only

unlock the secrets of the universe but also open others eyes to the wonders of mathematics. ramanujan's equations and the methods of solving them are being used and studied by mathematicians today. so the questions are what ramanujans
equations could have unlocked and what secrets it holds. downloadthe man who knew infinity movie(2015) {english}720pin800mb. thishollywoodmovie is available in480p,720p&1080pfor free just click on the download button below. this movie is based

on the life and academic career of the pioneer indian mathematician, srinivasa ramanujan, and his friendship with his mentor, professor g.h. hardy.
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in 1916, hardy wrote to ramanujan and suggested that he go to
cambridge for an official academic post. however, at this time the british

government was focused on india's growing support for the independence
movement , and ramanujan would not be able to do his research. watch
the man who knew infinity full movie on 480p hd tamil fmovies for free.
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